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Hello *|FNAME|*,
 

We've got some new experiences for you to live the best! Explore the planet
with us in our new adventure location: Amazon, the Greatest Natural Wonder
in the World. The largest rainforest in the world holds countless treasures for

epic connections with nature, new sensations, and learning. 

An invitation to challenge our limits and expand our vision of the world.  

Amazon River Cruise Brazil | 5 days

Live moments of adventure and connection in this exclusive Amazon River
Cruise in Brazil. Embark on the majestic Boat Zaltana and sail through
Anavilhanas National Park with great comfort and explore by speedboat
some of the 400 river islands, its biodiversity, and beaches while enjoying
delicious amazonian flavors, seeing wild animals, and meeting indigenous
communities.

“Atendimento VIP, tripulação sem comentários, comida sem explicação. Difícil
até comentar o quão excepcional é. ”

Gustavo

Amazon Jungle Experience │ 3-5 days

Dive into this Amazon Rainforest experience to explore and discover the
Amazonian culture in the most authentic way possible. Go to the Juma
Lakes region, a beautiful and well-preserved area where you will experience
activities such as jungle trekking, canoeing, fishing piranhas, caiman spotting,
diving with botos, birds watching, and sleeping in local family houses. A true
immersion in Amazon!

“It was a unique experience!
We went through the heart of Amazonas, someplace very strange for me, and
the family made me feel at home. They took care of us every single minute,

and let us live an amazing and unbelievable experience sleeping in the jungle. ”
Daniela D.

Valencia, Spain

Amazon Ecolodge Trip │ 5 days

Dive into this Amazon Rainforest experience to explore and discover the
Amazonian culture in the most authentic way possible. Go to the Juma
Lakes region, a beautiful and well-preserved area where you will experience
activities such as jungle trekking, canoeing, fishing piranhas, caiman spotting,
diving with botos, bird watching, and sleeping in local family houses. A true
immersion in Amazon!

“A magical place. How often did you spend a night with caimans splashing
directly under your bed? But beyond the beauty, super kind staff, and

fascinating forest and wetlands. A unique ecosystem lovingly looked after by
empowered communities that are living in peace with themselves and the world

surrounding them.  ”
Ariel B.

Brussels, Belgium

Amazon Kayaking Tours │ 4 days

Dive into this Amazon Rainforest experience to explore and discover the
Amazonian culture in the most authentic way possible. Go to the Juma
Lakes region, a beautiful and well-preserved area where you will experience
activities such as jungle trekking, canoeing, fishing piranhas, caiman spotting,
diving with botos, birds watching, and sleeping in local family houses. A true
immersion in the Amazon Rainforest!

“Spent a week in the Amazon, a trip I will never forget. Variety of activities;
kayaking, trekking and visiting local communities. Saw an array of wildlife,
dolphins, toucans even wild pigs! Everything provided, awesome food, a

knowledgeable guide, and an all-around fun atmosphere. Highly recommend it
for anyone looking to experience the Amazon.”

Jo Joe

Amazon Survival Experience │ 4 days

This adventure is specialized and recognized for its survival experiences, a
unique opportunity to discover and experience the jungle like you would have
never imagined. Enter the rainforest and learn how to build your camp and find
your own food like fishing. Your native guide will teach you survival techniques,
medicinal plants, and other secrets of the wild jungle.

“It was such an amazing and special experience! The best guides that I have
ever had! Let you feel the real Amazon jungle, and how the local people live.

That was super interesting, more than what we expected.”
Eylon Miller

Viajando com o EXO, você favorece uma remuneração justa aos agentes
locais, apoiando o desenvolvimento da comunidade e a preservação do

meio ambiente da região.

Let's explore Amazon!
 

That's all for now. If you need help planning your next adventure just bash reply.

See you in your next adventure. 

Greetings, PlanetaEXO.
 

ou pelo e-mail reservas@planetaexo.com
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Hello *|FNAME|*,
 

We've got some new experiences for you to live the best! Explore the planet
with us in our new adventure location: Amazon, the Greatest Natural Wonder
in the World. The largest rainforest in the world holds countless treasures for

epic connections with nature, new sensations, and learning. 

An invitation to challenge our limits and expand our vision of the world.  

Amazon River Cruise Brazil

Live moments of adventure and connection in this exclusive Amazon River
Cruise in Brazil. Embark on the majestic Boat Zaltana and sail through
Anavilhanas National Park with great comfort and explore by speedboat
some of the 400 river islands, its biodiversity, and beaches while enjoying
delicious amazonian flavors, seeing wild animals, and meeting indigenous
communities.

“Atendimento VIP, tripulação sem comentários, comida sem explicação. Difícil
até comentar o quão excepcional é. ”

Gustavo

Amazon Jungle Experience

Dive into this Amazon Rainforest experience to explore and discover the
Amazonian culture in the most authentic way possible. Go to the Juma
Lakes region, a beautiful and well-preserved area where you will experience
activities such as jungle trekking, canoeing, fishing piranhas, caiman spotting,
diving with botos, birds watching, and sleeping in local family houses. A true
immersion in Amazon!

“It was a unique experience!
We went through the heart of Amazonas, someplace very strange for me, and
the family made me feel at home. They took care of us every single minute,

and let us live an amazing and unbelievable experience sleeping in the jungle. ”
Daniela D.

Valencia, Spain

Amazon Ecolodge Immersion

Dive into this Amazon Rainforest experience to explore and discover the
Amazonian culture in the most authentic way possible. Go to the Juma
Lakes region, a beautiful and well-preserved area where you will experience
activities such as jungle trekking, canoeing, fishing piranhas, caiman spotting,
diving with botos, bird watching, and sleeping in local family houses. A true
immersion in Amazon!

“A magical place. How often did you spend a night with caimans splashing
directly under your bed? But beyond the beauty, super kind staff, and

fascinating forest and wetlands. A unique ecosystem lovingly looked after by
empowered communities that are living in peace with themselves and the world

surrounding them.  ”
Ariel B.

Brussels, Belgium

Amazon Kayaking Adventure

Dive into this Amazon Rainforest experience to explore and discover the
Amazonian culture in the most authentic way possible. Go to the Juma
Lakes region, a beautiful and well-preserved area where you will experience
activities such as jungle trekking, canoeing, fishing piranhas, caiman spotting,
diving with botos, birds watching, and sleeping in local family houses. A true
immersion in the Amazon Rainforest!

“Spent a week in the Amazon, a trip I will never forget. Variety of activities;
kayaking, trekking and visiting local communities. Saw an array of wildlife,
dolphins, toucans even wild pigs! Everything provided, awesome food, a

knowledgeable guide, and an all-around fun atmosphere. Highly recommend it
for anyone looking to experience the Amazon.”

Jo Joe

Amazon Survival Experience

This adventure is specialized and recognized for its survival experiences, a
unique opportunity to discover and experience the jungle like you would have
never imagined. Enter the rainforest and learn how to build your camp and find
your own food like fishing. Your native guide will teach you survival techniques,
medicinal plants, and other secrets of the wild jungle.

“It was such an amazing and special experience! The best guides that I have
ever had! Let you feel the real Amazon jungle, and how the local people live.

That was super interesting, more than what we expected.”
Eylon Miller

Viajando com o EXO, você favorece uma remuneração justa aos agentes
locais, apoiando o desenvolvimento da comunidade e a preservação do

meio ambiente da região.

Let's explore Amazon!
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Hello *|FNAME|*,
 

We've got some new experiences for you to live the best! Explore the planet
with us in our new adventure location: Amazon, the Greatest Natural Wonder
in the World. The largest rainforest in the world holds countless treasures for

epic connections with nature, new sensations, and learning. 

An invitation to challenge our limits and expand our vision of the world.  

Amazon River Cruise Brazil

Live moments of adventure and connection in this exclusive Amazon River
Cruise in Brazil. Embark on the majestic Boat Zaltana and sail through
Anavilhanas National Park with great comfort and explore by speedboat
some of the 400 river islands, its biodiversity, and beaches while enjoying
delicious amazonian flavors, seeing wild animals, and meeting indigenous
communities.

“Fantastic trip through the Amazon rainforest. One of the best experiences of
my life. Thank you Barco Zaltana.”

Daniel Cady
Brazil

Amazon Jungle Experience

Dive into this Amazon Rainforest experience to explore and discover the
Amazonian culture in the most authentic way possible. Go to the Juma
Lakes region, a beautiful and well-preserved area where you will experience
activities such as jungle trekking, canoeing, fishing piranhas, caiman spotting,
diving with botos, birds watching, and sleeping in local family houses. A true
immersion in Amazon!

“It was a unique experience!
We went through the heart of Amazonas, someplace very strange for me, and

the family made me feel at home. They took care of us and let us live an
amazing and unbelievable experience sleeping in the jungle. ”

Daniela D.
Valencia, Spain

Amazon Ecolodge Immersion

Dive into this Amazon Rainforest experience to explore and discover the
Amazonian culture in the most authentic way possible. Go to the Juma
Lakes region, a beautiful and well-preserved area where you will experience
activities such as jungle trekking, canoeing, fishing piranhas, caiman spotting,
diving with botos, bird watching, and sleeping in local family houses. A true
immersion in Amazon!

“A magical place. How often did you spend a night with caimans splashing
directly under your bed? But beyond the beauty, super kind staff. A unique

ecosystem lovingly looked after by empowered communities. ”

Ariel B.
Brussels, Belgium

Amazon Kayaking Adventure

Dive into this Amazon Rainforest experience to explore and discover the
Amazonian culture in the most authentic way possible. Go to the Juma
Lakes region, a beautiful and well-preserved area where you will experience
activities such as jungle trekking, canoeing, fishing piranhas, caiman spotting,
diving with botos, birds watching, and sleeping in local family houses. A true
immersion in the Amazon Rainforest!

“Spent a week in the Amazon, a trip I will never forget.  Saw an array of wildlife,
dolphins, toucans even wild pigs! Everything provided, awesome food, and a
knowledgeable guide. Highly recommend it for anyone looking to experience

the Amazon.”

Jo Joe

Amazon Survival Experience

This adventure is specialized and recognized for its survival experiences, a
unique opportunity to discover and experience the jungle like you would have
never imagined. Enter the rainforest and learn how to build your camp and find
your own food like fishing. Your native guide will teach you survival techniques,
medicinal plants, and other secrets of the wild jungle.

“It was such an amazing and special experience! The best guides that I have
ever had! Let you feel the real Amazon jungle, and how the local people live.

That was super interesting, more than what we expected.”

Eylon Miller

Viajando com o EXO, você favorece uma remuneração justa aos agentes
locais, apoiando o desenvolvimento da comunidade e a preservação do

meio ambiente da região.

Let's explore Amazon!
 

That's all for now. If you need help planning your next adventure just bash reply.

See you in your next adventure. 

Greetings, PlanetaEXO.
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Hello *|FNAME|*,
 

We've got some new experiences for you to live the best! Explore the planet
with us in our new adventure location: Amazon, the Greatest Natural Wonder
in the World. The largest rainforest in the world holds countless treasures for

epic connections with nature, new sensations, and learning. 

An invitation to challenge our limits and expand our vision of the world.  

Amazon River Cruise Brazil

Live moments of adventure and connection in this exclusive Amazon River
Cruise in Brazil. Embark on the majestic Boat Zaltana and sail through
Anavilhanas National Park with great comfort and explore by speedboat
some of the 400 river islands, its biodiversity, and beaches while enjoying
delicious amazonian flavors, seeing wild animals, and meeting indigenous
communities.

“Fantastic trip through the Amazon rainforest. One of the best experiences of
my life. Thank you Barco Zaltana.”

Daniel Cady
Brazil

Amazon Jungle Experience

Dive into this Amazon Rainforest experience to explore and discover the
Amazonian culture in the most authentic way possible. Go to the Juma
Lakes region, a beautiful and well-preserved area where you will experience
activities such as jungle trekking, canoeing, fishing piranhas, caiman spotting,
diving with botos, birds watching, and sleeping in local family houses. A true
immersion in Amazon!

“It was a unique experience!
We went through the heart of Amazonas, someplace very strange for me, and

the family made me feel at home. They took care of us and let us live an
amazing and unbelievable experience sleeping in the jungle. ”

Daniela D.
Valencia, Spain

Amazon Ecolodge Immersion

Dive into this Amazon Rainforest experience to explore and discover the
Amazonian culture in the most authentic way possible. Go to the Juma
Lakes region, a beautiful and well-preserved area where you will experience
activities such as jungle trekking, canoeing, fishing piranhas, caiman spotting,
diving with botos, bird watching, and sleeping in local family houses. A true
immersion in Amazon!

“A magical place. How often did you spend a night with caimans splashing
directly under your bed? But beyond the beauty, super kind staff. A unique

ecosystem lovingly looked after by empowered communities. ”

Ariel B.
Brussels, Belgium

Amazon Kayaking Adventure

Dive into this Amazon Rainforest experience to explore and discover the
Amazonian culture in the most authentic way possible. Go to the Juma
Lakes region, a beautiful and well-preserved area where you will experience
activities such as jungle trekking, canoeing, fishing piranhas, caiman spotting,
diving with botos, birds watching, and sleeping in local family houses. A true
immersion in the Amazon Rainforest!

“Spent a week in the Amazon, a trip I will never forget.  Saw an array of wildlife,
dolphins, toucans even wild pigs! Everything provided, awesome food, and a
knowledgeable guide. Highly recommend it for anyone looking to experience

the Amazon.”

Jo Joe

Amazon Survival Experience

This adventure is specialized and recognized for its survival experiences, a
unique opportunity to discover and experience the jungle like you would have
never imagined. Enter the rainforest and learn how to build your camp and find
your own food like fishing. Your native guide will teach you survival techniques,
medicinal plants, and other secrets of the wild jungle.

“It was such an amazing and special experience! The best guides that I have
ever had! Let you feel the real Amazon jungle, and how the local people live.

That was super interesting, more than what we expected.”

Eylon Miller

All experiences support sustainable tourism and the local communities.

Let's explore Amazon!
 

That's all for now. If you need help planning your next adventure just bash reply.

See you in your next adventure. 

Greetings, PlanetaEXO.
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Hello *|FNAME|*,
 

We've got some new experiences for you to live the best! Explore the planet
with us in our new adventure location: Amazon, the Greatest Natural Wonder
in the World. The largest rainforest in the world holds countless treasures for

epic connections with nature, new sensations, and learning. 

An invitation to challenge our limits and expand our vision of the world.  

Amazon River Cruise Brazil

Live moments of adventure and connection in this exclusive Amazon River
Cruise in Brazil. Embark on the majestic Boat Zaltana and sail through
Anavilhanas National Park with great comfort and explore by speedboat
some of the 400 river islands, its biodiversity, and beaches while enjoying
delicious amazonian flavors, seeing wild animals, and meeting indigenous
communities.

“Fantastic trip through the Amazon rainforest. One of the best experiences of
my life. Thank you Barco Zaltana.”

Daniel Cady
Brazil

Amazon Jungle Experience

Dive into this Amazon Rainforest experience to explore and discover the
Amazonian culture in the most authentic way possible. Go to the Juma
Lakes region, a beautiful and well-preserved area where you will experience
activities such as jungle trekking, canoeing, fishing piranhas, caiman spotting,
diving with botos, birds watching, and sleeping in local family houses. A true
immersion in Amazon!

“It was a unique experience!
We went through the heart of Amazonas, someplace very strange for me, and

the family made me feel at home. They took care of us and let us live an
amazing and unbelievable experience sleeping in the jungle. ”

Daniela D.
Valencia, Spain

Amazon Ecolodge Immersion

Dive into this Amazon Rainforest experience to explore and discover the
Amazonian culture in the most authentic way possible. Go to the Juma
Lakes region, a beautiful and well-preserved area where you will experience
activities such as jungle trekking, canoeing, fishing piranhas, caiman spotting,
diving with botos, bird watching, and sleeping in local family houses. A true
immersion in Amazon!

“A magical place. How often did you spend a night with caimans splashing
directly under your bed? But beyond the beauty, super kind staff. A unique

ecosystem lovingly looked after by empowered communities. ”

Ariel B.
Brussels, Belgium

Amazon Kayaking Adventure

Dive into this Amazon Rainforest experience to explore and discover the
Amazonian culture in the most authentic way possible. Go to the Juma
Lakes region, a beautiful and well-preserved area where you will experience
activities such as jungle trekking, canoeing, fishing piranhas, caiman spotting,
diving with botos, birds watching, and sleeping in local family houses. A true
immersion in the Amazon Rainforest!

“Spent a week in the Amazon, a trip I will never forget.  Saw an array of wildlife,
dolphins, toucans even wild pigs! Everything provided, awesome food, and a
knowledgeable guide. Highly recommend it for anyone looking to experience

the Amazon.”

Jo Joe

Amazon Survival Experience

This adventure is specialized and recognized for its survival experiences, a
unique opportunity to discover and experience the jungle like you would have
never imagined. Enter the rainforest and learn how to build your camp and find
your own food like fishing. Your native guide will teach you survival techniques,
medicinal plants, and other secrets of the wild jungle.

“It was such an amazing and special experience! The best guides that I have
ever had! Let you feel the real Amazon jungle, and how the local people live.

That was super interesting, more than what we expected.”

Eylon Miller

All experiences support sustainable tourism and the local communities.

Let's explore Amazon!
 

That's all for now. If you need help planning your next adventure just bash reply.

See you in your next adventure. 

Greetings, PlanetaEXO.
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